
BCO-DMO curates a database of research-ready data 
spanning the full range of marine ecosystem related measurements 

including in-situ and remotely sensed observations, experimental and model 
results, and synthesis products. 

We work closely with investigators to serve data and information online from research projects 
funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation (NSF) Biological and Chemical Oceanography 

Programs, and the Office of Polar Programs Antarctic Organisms & Ecosystems Program.

The task of curating and 
providing open access to research data 

is a collaborative process. This process may 
be thought of as a life cyle with data passing 

through several phases. Each phase has its own 
associated actors and critical activities.

As data completes a cycle, it marks a maturity 
level that allows the data to be available 

to begin the cycle again in new 
research endeavors.

BCO-DMO is continuously updating back-end 
and front-end architecture to improve our 
curation process, and increase data discovery, 
access and interoperability.

The four F.A.I.R Principles comprise a set of 
values intended to guide data producers and 
publishers in establishing good data 
management and stewardship practices. These 
principles are at the core mission of BCO-DMO.

Metadata are rich, and employ usage 
licenses, provenance, and community 
standards.

Data and metadata are standardized and 
use vocabularies. Data points to related 
metadata.

Data and metadata are open, free, and 
machine accessible.

Data are linked to descriptive persistant 
metadata.

BCO-DMO supports all phases of the data life cycle and works closely with investigators  to ensure open 
access of well-curated project data and information.

BCO-DMO developed a DMP  template, which helps

investigators submit Data Management 

Plans (DMP) that meet NSF 

OCE policy requirements. 

See more at dmptool.org
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THE DATA LIFE CYCLE

Using declarative 
worfklows for 
provenance of the data 
management process.

LAMINAR

Helping web search 
engines understand 
ocean datasets. 

SCHEMA.ORG

Access and use of 
datasets across 
different platforms.

ERDDAP

Community instrument & 
parameter vocabularies 
for improved data 
discovery and use.

VOCABULARIES

DOI`s are minted for archival copies of BCO-DMO 
datasets through the the Woods Hole Open Access 
Server (WHOAS) and are submitted to the National 
Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI).

Data and metadata are 

published online, enabling 

data discoverability, access 

and reuse. 

OCE-192461

BCO-DMO.ORG @BCODMO

All datasets available at 

BCO-DMO are licensed 

under a Creative Commons

Attribution 4.0 International 

license, ensuring each data 

contributor receives proper 

credit.

DOIs are assigned for all submision, 

facilitating attribution to authors 

and contributors.

 

We provide a recommended citation, 

so users can properly cite each dataset.

Data managers work closely 

with data submitters to 

quality control and collect 

critical metadata necessary to 

understand and re-use data.
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